Abstract-Cooperative multi-robot exploration is one of the fundamental problems in mobile robotics. A typical exploration problem is that in which robots have a model of the environment and they must visit a set of virtual, fixed target points in order to perform some task there. The assignment of multiple robots to target points in order to minimize the team costs, such as traveled distances, is an NP-Hard problem. Negotiationbased methods such as auctions have been widely used in literature, because they are easy to implement and present low communication and computational requirements. However, due to their simplicity, these methods produce suboptimal solutions. This paper presents a local search algorithm which can be combined with auctions to improve the solution quality of the assignment without increasing the communication requirements. The approach proposed in this paper is compared with three other auction-based allocation methods proposed in literature and the experiments showed that the local search was able to outperform the other approaches, minimizing the team costs in terms of traveled distances during the mission.
I. INTRODUCTION
The exploration problem is considered one of the fundamental problems in mobile robotics [4] . In robotics literature, the term exploration defines both the problem in which robots must build a map of an unknown environment [17] [19] , and the problem in which the robots have a model of the environment and must explore some areas of interest in the environment [15] [20] [21] . In this paper we are interested in the second problem, in which there are several virtual, fixed target points in the environment that the robots must visit and some task must be performed there. Some scenarios such as surveillance and monitoring, search and rescue or data collection in sensor networks are examples of this kind of robotic exploration.
Previous works on exploration proposed in literature have concentrated on using a single robot to perform exploration missions [11] [19] . It was perceived, however, that the use of a team of robots presents some advantages over a single robot system. Multiple robots can perform tasks that are too complex or impossible for a single robot [7] or, at least, they will be faster than a single robot [18] . A system composed by multiple robots is more efficient, since robots can visit several locations in parallel, and reliable, since the system as a whole is tolerant to single failures. However, despite the practical benefits of the use of multiple robot systems, an important challenge that needs to be addressed is how to {rodolfocc,tfn,chaimo}@dcc.ufmg.br coordinate robots in order to avoid conflicts and increase the team performance during the exploration mission.
The problem can be defined as: given a set of robots R = {r 1 , r 2 , ..., r n }, a set of targets, T = {t 1 , t 2 , ..., t m }, and a non-negative cost function c(r i , t j ), r i ∈ R, t j ∈ T , which denotes the cost for r i move to t j , each target must be visited by at least one robot, and the robots have to return to their initial positions. The return of the robot to its initial position is necessary because, in some scenarios, the robots must deliver the information sensed in the environment or must be recovered by a human team. Assuming that the robots are homogeneous, the problem is to find an assignment of robots to targets and routing these robots to visit the targets while minimizing the sum of travel distances over all robots. This multi-robot allocation problem can be classified as an ST-SR-IA (single-task robots, single-robot tasks, instantaneous assignment) problem according to the taxonomy in [6] . Finding the best allocation and routing the robots is an NP-Hard problem [12] .
One of the most widely used and tested approximate solutions for robot coordination in exploration missions is the auction-based mechanism [3] . Auctions are simple to design and implement, and present low computational complexity compared with centralized solutions. They are robust to individual robot failures and have reduced bandwidth requirements [5] . Sequential Single-Item Auctions are auction methods able to provide a good trade-off between quality solutions and computational complexity compared with SingleItem and Combinatorial Auctions [9] [10]. However, due to distribution, in which bids for targets are individually computed for each robot, these mechanisms present suboptimal solutions, sometimes very far from the optimal one.
The main contribution of this paper is a Local Search Algorithm that can be combined with typical auction mechanisms in order to improve the quality solution of exploration missions without increasing the communication complexity of the allocation mechanism. Through the local search procedure, robots can refine the route to visit their allocated target points and minimize the travel distances needed to visit those targets. This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we review the auction mechanisms and works related with this paper. In Section 3, we describe in details the local search procedure proposed in this work. In Section 4, we describe the computational experiments performed and discuss the main results. Section 5 gives a summary and directions for future work.
II. AUCTION-BASED TARGET ALLOCATION
Several multi-robot systems applied to exploration missions used a centralized coordination mechanism, in which a central entity is responsible for deciding which targets each robot must visit [2] , [8] . However, decentralized coordination presents several advantages when compared with centralized approaches, such as speed in computing the allocation, scalability and reliability of the system. One of the most important approaches for decentralized coordination applied to exploration missions is the market-based approach, such as auctions. In a Single Auction approach [5] , robots are bidders and targets are items traded in the market. Each target has a cost associated with its execution and a robot bids on a target based on its fitness to visit that target. In an auction procedure, robots compete for executing tasks through auctions, trying to maximize their own performance. Although the robots are selfish, the maximization of individual performances results in maximization of the overall team performance.
Sequential Single-Item Auction (SSI) is an improvement on Single Auctions able to take into account some synergies among targets during the allocation. Synergistic targets are those that have more value when considered together than the sum of their individual values. In a scenario where the objective function to be minimized is based on travel distances need to visit the targets, we can consider synergistic targets those that are closely located in the environment. In Single-Item Auctions, a robot considers its utility for each target independently from the utility for other targets. On the other hand, in SSI Auctions, a robot uses a heuristic to compute bids for an offered target based on the targets that the robot has already been assigned in previous steps of the auction.
Lagoudakis et al. [12] proposed an auction mechanism in which robots compute bids for targets based on a Minimum Spanning Tree (MST) algorithm, called Prim Allocation (PRIM, for short). In this approach, the exploration problem is modeled as a weighted graph in which the vertices are the initial positions of robots and the target positions. The edge weights are the costs for traveling from a vertex to another. At the beginning of the auction, each robot has an MST with just its position as vertex. In each step of the auction, one target is offered and each robot bids the cost to add the offered target to its current MST, or in other words, the difference between the MST cost with and without the new target. The winner of the offered target is the robot that least increase its MST with the addition of the new target. At the end of the auction, each robot converts its MST in a tour and executes this tour in order to visit its allocated targets. This approximated heuristic offers a guarantee that the solution cost is at most twice as large as the optimal cost.
Although the SSI Auctions based on building MSTs are easy to implement and present low computational cost, these methods may provide poor solutions after transforming the MST of each robot in a tour. Koenig et al. [10] proposed the use of a polynomial heuristic for Traveling Salesman Problem (TSP) to compute the bids for robots during the SSI Auction. Each robot starts with a tour that contains just its initial position. In each step of the auction, one target is offered and each robot bids on this target the difference between the TSP cost with and without the new target. The authors suggested that each tour cost can be computed using any polynomial heuristic for TSP. However they did not investigate which heuristic to use and did not evaluate the impact of the choice in relation with the solution quality.
Two widely used polynomial heuristics to solve TSP are the Nearest Neighbor (NN) and the Farthest Insertion (FI) heuristics [14] . The NN algorithm is a greedy heuristic that iteratively constructs the solution adding the lowest cost target to the tour. In this algorithm, the tour starts in the robot initial position and, on each step of the algorithm, the nearest neighbor of the current target is added to the solution. Searching for the nearest neighbor of a target is an O(n) operation, where n is the number of targets in the target list. The worst case complexity of this algorithm is O(n 2 ).
The FI algorithm is another constructive heuristic that starts with an empty tour and gradually constructs the solution inserting in the tour the farthest target from the cycle. Initially, the algorithm creates an edge between the robot initial position and the farthest target from this position. The farthest target from the created edge is added to the solution, creating an initial cycle. For each other target not in the cycle, the algorithm selects the farthest target ft i from the cycle, selects the nearest edge e j of ft i present in the cycle, deletes this edge e j and creates two new edges in order to insert ft i into the cycle. The worst case complexity of this algorithm is O(2(n 2 − 1)) = O(n 2 ). Some works have investigated how to improve a initial, straightforward allocation by means of exchanging targets among robots. Zheng and Koenig [21] [22] proposed an approach based on swap contracts, in which the robots are able to exchange targets with other robots in scenarios with simple and complex tasks, respectively. After the initial assignment, each robot creates profitable swap contracts, showing its interest in exchange some tasks with other robots, and broadcasts these contracts. Whenever a robot receives a set of exchange swap contracts, it tries to combine these receiving swaps with the swaps in its plans. The swap combinations that result in profitable exchanges are accepted and the robot communicates the exchange agreements.
The work proposed by Zhang et al. [20] follows the same idea of target exchange after an initial assignment. In this approach, the rearrangement of allocated targets is done in a stochastic fashion, in which a simulated annealing algorithm is used to search for a global optimal solution in the space of possible allocations. The approach represents the positions of robots and targets as a graph and the initial assignment is represented through edges between the robots and targets in the graph. After the initial allocation, the robots are free to propose reclustering of targets to other robots. If the exchange is profitable, then the robots accept it. If not, they accept the exchange according with an acceptance probability, that is controlled by the annealing suite.
In spite of these works [20] [21] [22] being able to improve the initial assignment, they present an extra communication problem that can be critical in real robotic system. The basis of these approaches is the additional exchange of messages representing the swaps of targets among the robots. In the worst case, if the communication fails, no improvement is done. In the next section, we describe our approach, which is able to reduce the mission costs in terms of traveled distances without the addition of extra communication.
III. LOCAL SEARCH APPROACH
In any coordination process applied to exploration missions such as auctions, for example, the objective is finding an allocation of targets to robots and a tour for each robot visits all its targets allocated in order to optimize an objective function. In the SSI auction methods proposed in literature, each robot gradually constructs its own route with the targets that it wins in each step of the auction. At the end of the auction, each robot has a tour with the targets allocated to it and must perform this tour with minimum cost. In this work, we propose the use of a local search algorithm that can be combined with SSI auctions in order to achieve the MiniSum objective proposed in [13] , which means minimizing the sum of the robot tour costs over all robots.
In this approach, after the initial allocation, each robot individually tries to optimize its own tour to visit its assigned targets through local search. This approach is able to improve the solution quality without the communication constraints that previous works suffer. Besides this, our approach is scalable, since each robot performs its refinement individually. This refinement can also be done while the robot executes the initial tour, in an online fashion, without spending more time in posterior exchanges.
The SSI auction method used in this work is similar to that proposed in [9] [10] [12] . The implementation is fully distributed, in the sense that there is no central robot acting as the auctioneer. In this approach, each robot individually computes its bids for the targets in a predefined order, broadcasts its bids and listens to the channel to receive the bids of other robots. After receiving the bids of its teammates, each robot computes the winner of the target in question and the winner adds the target to its list of targets to visit.
When the allocation process ends, each robot has an initial tour provided by the SSI auction algorithm. Our problem is how to improve the initial tour of each robot in order to find a tour with minimum cost in terms of traveled distances. This process is equivalent to solve a TSP for each robot, which is an NP-Hard problem. In order to solve this problem, we propose the use of a local search algorithm (LS) known as hill climbing with random-restart [16] .
Given an optimization problem and a space of possible solutions for that problem, an LS algorithm searches for a better solution in that space of solutions according to an objective function. The space of solutions is organized by a neighborhood function that determines which solutions are related (neighbor) to each other. So, the LS algorithm starts with an initial solution to the problem and continually moves to better neighbor in the space of solutions. Whenever a better solution is found, the algorithm replaces the current solution and continues the search. In an LS algorithm with random restart, when the search finds a solution that does not have a better neighbor, what is known as local optimum, a new random feasible solution is generated, and the search restarts from this solution. LS algorithms have been successfully used in a widely range of combinatorial problems [1] , such as network layout design, scheduling, vehicle routing, and cutting stock problems.
In our approach, each robot has an initial tour composed by targets allocated in the auction and runs the LS algorithm independently of the other robots. The LS considers any tour that begins at the robot position, contains all targets allocated to the robot and ends on the initial position of the robot a feasible solution. In this approach, we use the 2-OPT neighborhood function [1] . According to this neighborhood function, a tour solution t s is a neighbor of all tours that differ from t s by exactly 2 edges. So, each tour solution has O(n 2 ) neighbors, where n is the number of targets assigned to the robot.
The local search algorithm is shown in Algorithm 1, which is executed by each robot in parallel. The algorithm receives as input a tour with all targets assigned to the robot in the auction. In lines 2 and 3, the current tour and the best tour found so far are set as the initial solution provided as input. The loop in lines 5-13 defines the local search with random restart. The number of restarts is defined by the num iterations parameter. The loop in lines 6-10 executes a local search on the current tour until finding a local optimum. When this local optimum is found, the algorithm generates a new initial tour with a randomized constructive heuristic in line 13. The best solution of all these restarts is updated in lines 11 and 12. The solution quality provided by this algorithm is, in the worst case, equal to the initial solution. 
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The evaluation of these algorithms was performed using the Player/Stage Simulator version 4.0.1 in a computer with processor Intel Core i5, and 4 GB DDR3 of RAM. The used language was the C++ with compiler g++ 4.4.5. We implemented the auction algorithms proposed in [10] and [12] , in order to evaluate how our local search method is able to improve the initial solution provided by these algorithms. In this section we present the results of two sets of experiments, one with 3 robots, and another with 6 robots, in different scenarios.
The PRIM auction was implemented as described in the original paper [12] . For the other two SSI approaches, we used the NN and FI heuristics, respectively, in order to compute the bids of the robots. We called the improvements with LS on SSI approaches PRIM LS, NN LS and FI LS. The two sets of experiments were performed in four different scenarios: (i) map size of 96m 2 with 30 targets; (ii) map size of 192m 2 with 60 targets; (iii) map size of 288m 2 with 90 targets; and map size of 384m 2 with 120 targets. In all these scenarios, the target points were randomly distributed in the environment. We set num iterations = 100, which means that the LS algorithm perform 100 random restarts. This parameter was chosen empirically because this number or restarts is a good trade-off between solution quality and execution time.
In the first set of experiments, we used 3 robots and ran each algorithm 30 times for each scenario described above. Figures 1, 2, 3 and 4 , show the comparison of the quality solution provided by PRIM, NN and FI allocation algorithms as well as PRIM LS, NN LS and FI LS in the scenarios with 30 60, 90, and 120 targets respectively.
Through the graphs, it can be seen that LS is able to improve an initial solution provided by each allocation algorithm described above. In smaller scenarios, such as those with map size of 96m 2 and 30 targets (Figure 1 ), the LS was not able to improve significantly the solution provided by the original algorithm. This happens because, as the map is small and the targets are close, the change on visiting order of these targets presents a small impact on the total sum of traveled distances. However as the map size increases and the targets are farthest from each other, the local search on individual tours was able to minimize the mission cost. Figure 5 shows the percentage gain, i.e., the relative difference on the cost of initial allocation and the solution cost provided by the LS algorithm. In this figure, it can be perceived that, as the number of targets increase, the gain is higher. Through this figure, it can be seen that the relative gain is higher when applied to Prim Allocation algorithm. This is due to the fact that Prim Allocation provides very poor solutions compared with NN and FI. Still in Figure 5 , one can also observe that when the algorithm used to compute the initial allocation is effective in providing high quality solutions such as in the case of FI, the gain resulting from the LS algorithm is small. However, even using good heuristics for the initial allocation, the LS can improve the quality of the initial allocation. Besides this, another advantage of using LS is that, as each robot can refine its individual path independently from other robots, the individual improvement can be done while the robot executes its initial path. So, each robot can change its tour in an online way, avoiding an increase of time in the allocation stage, and excess communication necessary to exchange targets from the initial allocation.
In Figure 6 , we can see the total time that the algorithms spent to compute the allocation of robots to targets plus the time to compute the LS improvement. As expected, PRIM, NN and FI algorithms have a lower execution time than the respective versions with the LS improvement. However this additional time is acceptable even in real time applications. One can also see that FI has a larger execution time than PRIM and NN. This is due the fact that this heuristic have higher computational complexity than the other two algorithms.
In a second set of experiments we used 6 robots in the same set of scenarios and the results were similar to those with 3 robots, as expected. An interesting point to be considered is that with a larger number of robots, the gain with LS is smaller than that provided to teams with 3 robots, as one can see in Figure 7 . This happens because with more robots, the targets to be visited are more distributed among the robots in the auction process, and each robot is assigned to a shorter set of targets. With shorter lists of targets, the impact of LS improvement is lower than with larger lists, because when the tour of a robot is composed by a small number of targets, the space of feasible tour solutions is also small and the initial solution might be already a good solution. These scenarios are similar to those with a few number of targets and robots, such as those with 3 robots and 30 targets.
In the experiments on scenarios with 6 robots, it can be observed that the total time the algorithms spent to compute the allocation of robots to targets is smaller than with 3 robots. This is evident in Figure 8 . The reduction of the time spent by the algorithms is due to the fact that, as each robot has a shorter list, each tour solution in the space of solutions has a small number of neighbors. So, the LS algorithm needs less time to find a better tour solution in this reduced space of solutions.
V. CONCLUSIONS
The multi-robot exploration problem in known environments a important problem in mobile robotics and can be found in several real applications. This work investigated how to combine a local search heuristic with typical allocation algorithms such as auctions in order to improve the solution quality of the initial allocation and minimize the costs of the mission. A fully decentralized SSI Auction was used to coordinate the robots in the allocation process. Several simulated experiments were run and the results showed that the local search algorithm can effectively reduce the team costs in terms of traveled distances without increasing the number of messages exchanged in the allocation process. Through local search, allocation algorithms that usually do not provide good solutions, such as the PRIM Allocation algorithm, can be improved and generate solutions as good as better algorithms such NN. So, local search can be combined with auction algorithms that provide poorest solutions but are faster than more complex algorithms, and each robot individually refines its initial path in order to minimize the costs of the mission. In scenarios where time is a critical factor, such as in search and rescue missions, the robots can distribute the targets through a simple and faster auction algorithm and each robot can refines its initial path in an online way, while executing the initial path.
It is important to note that, in this work, we do not handle uncertainties, similarly as in related works proposed in literature. However, in real multi-robot system, some uncertainties in sensing and actuation are present. In these cases, the target assignment and routing provided by the algorithm proposed in this work may not be accurate. So, as a future work, it is necessary to study the impact of the uncertainties in the allocation process and how to adapt the proposed algorithm to consider these uncertainties in the local search. Other algorithms proposed in combinatorial optimization literature can be investigated and used to solve the exploration problem in light of these uncertainties.
